
7-8PM  Monday 14th October– WELCOME RECEPTION

REPOSITIONING FROM BUYER TO VALUE-CREATOR

08:00  REGISTRATION & WELCOME COFFEE CPO LEADERS BOARDROOM

08:45  Opening remarks Letitia Thomas, Programme Director, WBR

08:50
Chair’s opening remarks with 
interactive polling Richard Beaumont, Independent Consultant & Former CPO, Rolls Royce

09:00
OPENING KEYNOTE Procurement 
2030: Driving ‘self-serve’ 
procurement: How to put in place 
simple processes for both your 
procurement team and your 
internal customers to enable your 
division to focus on the value-add of 
delivering faster sourcing

Jan Fokke Van Den Bosch, CPO, HSBC
Jan Fokke Van Den Bosch is responsible for the global procurement department at HSBC, a role he has held since March 2016, overseeing 
a team of 800 onshore and 600 offshore.  Jan’s career started when he was managing director of a start-up joint venture between ING 
Bank and Plantijn, a large group of printing companies. The start-up was a service centre for graphic design. After the introduction of the 
Apple Mackintosh, the venture was stopped and he continued to work with ING as a freelancer, revamping graphic companies in their 
bad-loan portfolio. Together with the ING CPO, Jan set up a consulting firm specialising in procurement and supply chain. He left as partner 
in 2000, joining A.T. Kearney’s operations practice. In 2011, he joined ING Bank as their global CPO and global head of CRE and facilities 
management.

• How can the business procuring certain categories for 
themselves free up procurement for more strategic work?

• How to bring consumer expectations into the workplace so 
sourcing is quick and easy like buying has become in day to day 
life

• How to avoid making sourcing a costly and convoluted process

• How can ‘self-serve’ prepare the sourcing environment to move 
forward
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09:20
PRESENTATION Technology as a 
value-creator: How Uber is using 
connectivity and IOT sourcing to its 
competitive advantage

Rahul Vijay, Head of Global Connectivity & Telecoms Relationships & Strategic Sourcing, Uber
Rahul Vijay is responsible for Uber’s Global Strategic Sourcing, leading global mobility, IoT, wireless, messaging, voice, network, telecom, 
data center & cloud strategic sourcing and relationships. Rahul is an experienced leader in creating win-win partnerships between 
organizations and supplier ecosystems. He Has led and groomed multinational teams and direct reports. Rahul was key partner to CFOs 
to successfully achieve total cost of ownership reduction goals, key partner to CTOs for technology renting and buying strategies, as 
well as key partner to chief legal officers for risk reduction, compliance and contracting. Rahul has demonstrated extensive deal-making 
experience, end-to-end source to pay experience including partnerships, sourcing, procurement, supply chain, logistics, contract law, ERP, 
market drivers, understanding of cost structures and sales incentives. Prior to his current role, Rahul was responsible for Strategic Sourcing 
& Partnerships in several leading companies such as Atlassian, Walmart and others.

• How can procurement teams use IOT and connectivity in their 
day to day function?

• How can technology help your procurement team deliver better 
value to the business?

• How can IOT and connectivity sourcing offer a competitive edge 
to your business?

• What have Uber done in this space?

09:40
PANEL WITH INTERACTIVE 
POLLING How can you upskill 
your team from ‘buyers’ to 
‘business partners’ and reposition 
procurement as an ‘idea-generator’, 
innovator and ‘knowledge-pool’ 
within your business?

Chair: Alpar Kamber, Executive Vice President, WNS
Alex Muir, CPO Downstream, BP
Fabienne Lesbros, Group SCM Commercial & Services Director/ Board Member VODAFONE Procurement 
Company, Vodafone
Juha Taipalinen, CPO, Finnair
Karen Mansell, Senior VP Procurement, Bayer
Alex is the Chief Procurement Officer (CPO) for BP Downstream, accountable for driving transformation of the global supply chain (c.$10bn 
spend) across BP’s Refining, Petrochemicals, Retail, Marketing and Lubricants businesses.  Alex has wide ranging global leadership 
experience of driving transformation across the upstream and downstream business’s within BP and has worked in over 15 countries 
across Asia, Africa, Europe and the Americas.

Fabienne joined the Vodafone Procurement Company in September 2018 and is a Board member of the company. Prior to joining 
Vodafone, Fabienne was the CPO of the COOP Group (not the Bank), with responsibilities including creating the procurement function and 
playing a key role in turning the business around. Her previous CPO position was at Britvic soft drinks where she led the transformation 
of the Procurement team and commodity buying. Fabienne has been a trustee of the CIPS Board (Corporate Institute of Procurement 
and Supply) for the last five years and is a Fellow; she is also the Chair of the CIPS Foundation. For more than 20 years, Fabienne has 
worked across industries such as construction (the Channel Tunnel project), electronics, pharmaceuticals and FMCG. Fabienne is currently 
working on the digitalisation and automation of procurement and supply chain, while managing the Commercial and Services portfolio for 
Vodafone globally.

Juha has recently moved on from Tieto to lead Finnair’s Procurement organisation, both strategic sourcing and purchasing. The 
Procurement organisation is in a key role to support the airline’s profitable growth and also works in close collaboration with the business 
units and IT to utilise opportunities in new technologies and digital transformation to develop customer service and to make operations 
more efficient.  Juha has 20 years’ of experience within Procurement, across leadership positions in large corporations and procurement 
related consulting businesses

Karen is member of the Product Supply Committee of the Crop Science Division and the Corporate Procurement Leadership Team, 
focusing on Crop Science direct material supply and leading on the Business Partnering for Procurement overall for the Monsanto project. 
She also chairs the Directs Council which focuses on all direct material supply across all Bayer divisions (Animal Health, Consumer Health, 
Pharmaceuticals and Crop Science). Karen studied both at the University of West of England and Bath University and holds a Postgraduate 
Diploma in Purchasing & Supply and an MBA. She joined Bayer in 2014 as the CPO for Crop Science and was active lead in the New Bayer 
project and the move of procurement into a corporate centralized function. Previously she has held a number of senior roles across a 
number of organizations such as BAESYSTEMS, Unisys, Cable & Wireless, Barclays, and AstraZeneca.  

• How can you bring value through execution, speed and business 
insight?

• How can you bring innovation from the supplier side to present 
to top management?

• How can being an advisor upskill and upgrade your procurement 
function?

• How can you work to improve and solidify your internal 
relationships?

• How can you shift the paradigm of how procurement is viewed 
and improve emotional intelligence?
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10:20
PRESENTATION Performing whilst 
transforming: How to create a 
‘procurement team of the future’ 
to meet the global needs of 
your internal/external clients 
and become your organisations 
competitive edge

Natasa Vidmar, Global CPO, Teva Pharmaceuticals
Nataša Vidmar has more than 20 years of experience delivering high-impact Procurement results to global pharmaceutical organizations. 
She currently serves as Senior Vice President and Chief Procurement Officer for Teva Pharmaceuticals, where she is focusing her team on 
delivering sustainable value through best in class Procurement processes, solutions as well as internal and external collaborations. Teva’s 
Global Procurement team is comprised of dedicated professionals working together across 34 countries in a three pillar structure – Global 
Category Management, Regional/Local Procurement and Procurement Operations. Originally from Croatia, Nataša began her Procurement 
career at Pliva and then Barr Pharmaceuticals, which were both acquired by Teva.  Over the past 10 years Nataša held several senior 
leadership roles within Teva including Vice President of Materials & Manufacturing Goods and Services Procurement, and Senior Vice 
President of Global Direct Procurement. She earned a Master’s degree in Economics from the University of Zagreb in Croatia.

• How to deliver value year-on-year whilst serving as a key driver 
in transformation

• How to utilise a business strategy that focuses on people, 
processes and technology

• What tools and strategies can you use to manage your talent 
whilst going through a period of transformation?

• How to use procurement as a driving force through 
transformation to meet the needs of patients globally

10:40  MORNING NETWORKING BREAK

EMBRACING NEXT GENERATION DIGITAL & COGNITIVE PROCUREMENT

11:30
PRESENTATION PANEL WITH 
INTERACTIVE POLLING Change 
management: How can you develop 
a digital and cultural transformation 
strategy to motivate your people 
and become a fully digitalised 
procurement team of the future? 

Mark Zafra, Head of Global Strategic Sourcing, Twitter
Robert Huter, VP Procurement, Bosch 

Paulo Costa, Global Head of Procurement, Farfetch Nina Bomberg, Global Lead Buyer, SEG Automotive
Paulo Costa was hired in 2017 as Head of Procurement to choose and manage a global and adaptable S2P system that would support 
Farfetch’s procurement activities globally.Before Farfetch, Paulo was working as Head of Purchasing and Procurement at Efacec, a 
Portuguese multinational company in the field of Energy, where he performed different roles over nine years. Paulo studied Industrial 
Engineering and Management at the University of Minho, in Portugal, and holds an MBA from Atlântico Business School.

Robert is Vice President Purchasing within the “Global Business Services Purchasing” at Bosch Group and has 27 years of purchasing 
experience in various leadership functions (headquarters, business units, plants), including international assignments. He covers all areas 
of professional purchasing; direct purchasing, indirect purchasing and capital investment procurement and between 2012 and 2019, 
he was responsible for global capital investment spend at Bosch. Currently, Robert is heading up a 3 year restructuring project with an 
international team. His main interests are in organisational development, leadership and supply chain risk management/quality. 

Nina has a background in various Indirect roles in multi-national companies operating in different industries. Today she is the Global Lead 
Buyer in the Indirect Sourcing division of SEG Automotive. Their capex sourcing team is a team of 7 people, spread across all regions. 
Currently she focuses on right-sizing processes after the company’s carve out from Robert Bosch. Her past experience in multi-cultural 
change management and stakeholder management, as well as a motivator prove to be beneficial for this task. Nina is a business graduate 
and holds an MBA from ESCP Europe.

• How can you change your supply chain to digital?

• How can you think beyond your current business mode and 
articulate a future way of working?

• How can you streamline your tactical work and become more 
efficient?

• What does your future procurement team look like?

12:10  GEP PRESENTATION

Repositioning procurement as a true value-creator in a time of radical digital transformation
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12:30
PRESENTATION The Digital 
Revolution: How can you leverage 
a “Procurement 4.0” strategy to 
combine new technology and 
revolutionise your operational and 
administrative processes?

Sanjay Mehta, VP Global Procurement, Nokia
Sanjay has more than 25 years of experience in the Telecommunications industry. In his career, he has worked in factories manufacturing 
transmission equipment and has led and implemented strategic green field mobile networks projects in several countries. He has held 
various roles in services, project management, contract management, cost and progress management, supply chain management and 
procurement. Sanjay completed his bachelor in July 1992 and secured first class with distinction. 

• What changes do you need to make to your strategy to adapt to 
the future?

• How can new technology help you build a future-proof team? 

• How can you upskill your existing team to reduce administrative 
processes?

• What is next for procurement?

12:50  ICERTIS PRESENTATION

13:10
PRESENTATION The Digital 
Revolution: How can you leverage 
a “Procurement 4.0” strategy to 
combine new technology and 
revolutionise your operational and 
administrative processes?

Bodo Bokaemper, Global VP Procurement Digitalisation, BMW
Bodo Bokaemper: Bodo joined BMW in 1998 and has spent the last 20+ years working in management roles across various business 
functions including Corporate Strategy, Aftersales, Finance and Engineering. He has in depth knowledge of the automotive sector and 
a strong expertise in procurement and strategy.  On 1st March 2019 Bodo was appointed Global VP Procurement Digitalisation, where 
with a team of 100 reports, Bodo leads the digital transformation of BMW’s procurement organisation and is responsible for driving best 
practice and operational excellence through technology implementation. Prior to his roles at BMW, Bodo spent 4 years with Accenture as a 
management consultant and holds a masters degree in Engineering and an MBA from Cranfield School of Management. 

• How can you prepare and form your team for the future 
digitalisation journey? 

• What does a ‘winning team’ look like?

• What do you need to make digitalisation happen? 

• How can you get everyone involved and gain their buy in?

13:40  DISCOUNT LICENSING
PRESENTATION 

13:50  NETWORKING LUNCH ICERTIS MASTERCLASS WNS MASTERCLASS

Repositioning procurement as a true value-creator in a time of radical digital transformation
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TRACK A
Mastering Data, Cognitive 

Procurement & eProcurement

TRACK B 
Advancing your 

Indirect Strategy

SYNERGY WORKSHOPS 
Optimising your People & 
Engaging your Customer

LIMITED TO 30 ATTENDEES

CREATIVE 
BOARDROOMS 

Preparing your Direct 
Strategy for Global 

Uncertainty
LIMITED TO 15 ATTENDEES

15:00
 Chair’s opening address
Michael Delle, Independent Advisor, 
M Delle Consulting

15:00
 Chair’s opening address
Cath Hill, Group Director, CIPS

15:00
MILLENNIALS & 
GENERATION Z: How to 
adopt and adapt to the 
leaders of the future and 
their influence to your 
business

Phil Thomas, Managing Director – Global 
Head of Sourcing, Barclays 
• How can you emulate how the world works 

today in sourcing?

• What skills do Millennials and Generation Z have

• How can you emulate how the world works 
today in sourcing?

• What skills do Millennials and Generation Z have
naturally that you can use e.g. social media?

• Generation Z and Millennials and leadership: 
what challenges and differences are there and 
how can you manage and grow this talent pool?

• How do Millennials and Generation Z change 
the style of sourcing?

Phil is responsible for the sourcing function across Barclay’s 
globally, managing a team of 140 and an $8 billion spend. 
He is currently managing projects around Agile, ensuring 
Barclay’s deliver sourcing in an Agile method and work in 
“pods” to be more responsive to the business’ changing 
demands and utilise his teams diverse skillset.

15:00
POLITICAL 
UNCERTAINTY & 
GLOBALISATION: How 
to operate a proactive 
procurement function 
that responds well 
to volatility within 
changing markets 

• How can you ensure supply continues 
through trade tarrifs, supply chain 
challenges and Brexit changes?

• Should you regionalise your sourcing 
function to manage political 
uncertainty?

• How is your supply chain visibility?

• How to make sure your team is 
externally focused and influecing 
suppliers and stakeholders

15:05
PRESENTATION Driving efficiency: How to use cognitive 
procurement technologies including Machine Learning and 
AI in project and manufacturing environments to improve 
transparency and gain new insights

Raffaele Muscetta, CPO & Supply Chain Officer, Bombardier Transportation 
• How can cognitive procurement allow you to see patterns you never could have seen or 

created before?
• How can cognitive procurement help scale up procurement processes?
• How can you learn and improve from a tasks based on historic event using cognitive 

procurement?
• How can cognitive solutions enrich your data to allow prediction and analytics?
Raffaele leads Sourcing, Logistics, Shared Service Center and Service Business activities at Bombardier 
Transportation. He brings more that 26 years of experience in SCM and Procurement across a range of 
industries including; FMCG, EPC, Oil & Gas, Telecoms, Utilities and Industrial Manufacturing. He has spent all 
his professional life abroad after having lived and worked in 10 countries ranging from Latin America, Europe 
and Asia. His experience encompasses Global Sourcing, e2e Supply Chain Management expertise, Category 
Management, Sales & Operations Planning (S&OP), and Cost take-out programs. Half of his career has been 
focusing on structuring and restructuring or transformational agendas for mid to large size companies. He 
has also more than 15 years’ experience in teaching in several business schools in France and Germany.

13:10
PRESENTATION How to successfully 
identify, measure and control value 
to better align with your stakeholders 
and move beyond traditional 
procurement savings

Frank Faisst, Global Head Indirect Procurement, Generali
• How can you create best practice around measure and 

controlling value?

• How can non-traditional value-add encourage better 
engagement with your internal stakeholders?

• How can you identify value for your business?

• Governance and recording value – how can this be done?

Repositioning procurement as a true value-creator in a time of radical digital transformation
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15:25
PANEL WITH INTERACTIVE POLLING The digital buyer: 
How to use rising Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems and 
data analytics to meet the needs of your business 
stakeholders in an increasingly digitalised world?

Fabienne Lesbros, Group SCM Commercial & Services Director/ Board Member 
VODAFONE Procurement Company, Vodafone
Kristian Saksida, CPO, Solvay
Andrea Blanco, Head of CSP&A Procurement EMEA, Ecolab
Fabienne joined the Vodafone Procurement Company in September 2018 and is a Board member of 
the company. Prior to joining Vodafone, Fabienne was the CPO of the COOP Group (not the Bank), with 
responsibilities including creating the procurement function and playing a key role in turning the business 
around. Her previous CPO position was at Britvic soft drinks where she led the transformation of the 
Procurement team and commodity buying. Fabienne has been a trustee of the CIPS Board (Corporate 
Institute of Procurement and Supply) for the last five years and is a Fellow; she is also the Chair of the 
CIPS Foundation. For more than 20 years, Fabienne has worked across industries such as construction 
(the Channel Tunnel project), electronics, pharmaceuticals and FMCG. Fabienne is currently working on 
the digitalisation and automation of procurement and supply chain, while managing the Commercial and 
Services portfolio for Vodafone globally.

Kristian is CPO for the global spend of Solvay managing an 8 billion EUR spend with talented direct and 
indirect teams spread across the globe. 25 years of experience in various finance roles up to CFO level and 
5 years as CPO, Kristian’s current focus is on performance culture and value creation, talent management, 
sustainability and digital.

Andrea is Head of CSP&A Procurement and since 2016 head lead the Compliance, Systems, Process & 
Analytics (CSP&A) Procurement across EMEA for Ecolab. After spending nearly, a decade in different 
procurement functions and sectors (FMCG, energy, pharma and consulting) Andrea knows what truly drives 
successful procurement teams. She is working to stabilise the data and processes, focusing on digital 
transformation and focused procurement functions. Ecolab have recently started the metamorphosis from 
traditional PMO function into a Procurement Digital Office.

15:25
PANEL WITH INTERACTIVE POLLING 
Controlling your tail-spend: How can you 
best limit your supply base to reduce 
costs and drive efficiency across your 
business?

Jutta Bub, Global Category Director Goods & Services, 
Lufthansa Group
Rob Turner, Head of Procurement Operations, John 
Lewis Partnerships
Jutta is currently Global Head of Cluster Management Goods & Services 
which includes constructions, facilities, energy, professional services and 
contingent labour across the Lufthansa Group. Jutta has 35 direct reports 
and circa 70 indirect reports across the group and is focused on creating 
and securing the supply chain for the group and providing continuously 
improved innovative procurement tools and processes to the business.  

Rob is currently Head of Procurement Operations for the John Lewis 
Partnership where GNFR (indirect) spend is £1.5bn. His role spans sourcing, 
governance & assurance (incl CSR), analytics and retail consumables 
supply. His focus on developing aligned objectives, performance 
management culture and ensuring the growth of talent, people and teams 
has been a key factor in injecting energy and pace into sedentary teams to 
support strong delivery. Prior to John Lewis, Rob was CPO at Tarmac and 
has held a number of consulting roles with Diageo, Babcock and the U.K. 
Cabinet Office focused on delivering organisational effectiveness.

16:05
PRESENTATION Enabling spend analytics: How to use 
eProcurement technology to cleanse your spend data and 
catalogue your supply base

Kåre Christensen, Head of Strategic Sourcing EMEA, Gap Inc
• How can you build visibility in spend to create a controlled environment?
• How can data be used to build visibility and drive trends?
• How can you implement an established process to navigate your data pools?
• How can harmonized data help you to understand spend across your business units 

and identify trends?
• How can using data become a bi-product of the procurement role?

16:05
PRESENTATION How to  build strategic 
third party relationships to achieve strong 
supply chain performance, improve cost 
position and drive innovation

Juha Taipalinen, CPO, Finnair
Juha has recently moved on from Tieto to lead Finnair’s Procurement 
organisation, both strategic sourcing and purchasing. The Procurement 
organisation is in a key role to support the airline’s profitable growth and 
also works in close collaboration with the business units and IT to utilise 
opportunities in new technologies and digital transformation to develop 
customer service and to make operations more efficient.  Juha has 20 
years’ of experience within Procurement, across leadership positions in 
large corporations and procurement related consulting businesses.
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16:25  NETWORKING LUNCH GEP MASTERCLASS

17:15
CASE STUDY INTERACTIVE The evolution of your function: 
How to leverage cognitive technology and reposition 
procurement as a self-service model

Ciaran Owens, Global Procurement Technology Lead, Imperial Brands 
• How can collecting using cognitive procurement technology lead to successful digital 

transformation?

• How can encouraging self-serve deliver value to the business?

• How can self-service procurement evolve the way you buy?

• How can you change your procurement model?

Ciaran Owens is a member of the Global Procurement senior management team, responsible for the 
guidance of a global team of 160 procurement professionals. In his capacity of Procurement Technology 
Lead, he is the project leader for digital transformation of Procurement. His responsibilities are to establish 
a next generation procurement-as-a-service model that is fully harmonized with the end-to-end source 
to pay process. Enabled by the latest cognitive technology, the vision is to deliver a user centric solution; 
orchestrated service; and value-in & cost optimized organization. He joined Imperial in 2013, as part of a 
greenfield management team with a goal to establish a world class procurement function within 5 years, 
having previously been involved in procurement excellence and the management of indirect services and 
direct procurement categories for a global organisation.

17:15
CASE STUDY INTERACTIVE How to 
better leverage collaboration from 
your internal stakeholders, 
procurement business partners and 
suppliers to create a more unified 
sourcing strategy

Daniele Giorgi, Global Director of Procurement, Ferring 
Pharmaceuticals
• How can you join up your categories to leverage innovation 

from suppliers?

• How can suppliers scale up their innovation to create a new 
standard?

• What infrastructure is being built to create a joined up 
approach?

• How can procurement influence stakeholders to drive 
initiatives here?

Daniele has 12 years’ experience of purchasing in Global Pharmaceutical 
Manufacturing and Supply Chain environments. He has held roles with 
increasing responsibility in multiple locations across Europe.  At Abbott 
Laboratories, he enhanced his procurement expertise and pharmaceutical 
knowledge while based at a manufacturing plant in Italy, in the divisional 
offices in London & Dublin and also in the headquarters in Basel.  Daniele’s 
current role as Director of Product Supply Direct Procurement for Ferring, 
globally covers all of the direct spend with Third Parties and of global 
category managers / business change agents

17:15
AGILE PROCUREMENT 
VERSUS AGILE 
DEVELOPMENT: How can 
you adopt Agile principles to 
help drive collaboration and 
drive value faster?

Lorna Brown, Head of Supply Chain 
Management, Sainsbury’s Bank  
Lorna’s career in financial services spans both private 
and public sector across UK, USA and EMEA where 
she has been involved in mergers, integrations and 
transformations.  Having operated at Senior Manager 
and Board levels in RBS and Student Loans Company, 
Lorna is currently with Sainsbury’s Bank. As Head of 
Supply Chain Management, Lorna is accountable for all 
sourcing and supplier management activities across the 
Bank and Argos Financial Services.  In addition to the day 
job, Lorna’s passion for amateur sport sees her operate 
in voluntary roles as Director at Dunblane New Golf Club, 
Non Executive Director with Scottish Golf and she has also 
supported Scottish Curling’s working group on change & 
inclusion.

17:15
PRESENTATION How to 
move beyond the ‘cost saver’ 
and ‘risk mitigator’ role and 
embrace your ‘business 
insight and execution 
role’ to achieve market 
competitiveness

Michelle Baker, CPO, KPN
• How to ensure your people, processes and 

tools are prepared

• What is the future of your procurement 
function and what do you need to work 
towards?

• How do your processes need to change?

• How to you look ahead at value contribution 
and how your team can add value through 
processes and platforms

• How to change your fundamental role from 
traditional sourcing to value creator

• How to position procurement as a ‘hybrid 
centre of excellence’ rather than a stand-alone 
corporate function

Michelle joined KPN in 2017, a market-leading ICT and 
telecommunications firm in the Netherlands, where her 
role will focus on increasing the value procurement brings 
to KPN.  Michelle was recently listed as ‘One To Watch’ on 
Supply Management’s Procurement Power List

Repositioning procurement as a true value-creator in a time of radical digital transformation
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NEW FRONTIERS IN PROCUREMENT TECH

18:20
TECH DRAGONS’ DEN Get a sneak 
peek into the most innovative 
technology to see how it can help 
address your buying challenges and 
opportunities

Lukas Wawrla, Co-Founder, Archlet (Mathematical optimisation & advanced data analytics)
Andreas Zimmermann, CEO, mysupply (Algorithm digitalisation tool)
Jane Mosbacher Morris, Founder & CEO, TO THE MARKET (Supply chain transparency software- 
sustainable sourcing)
Jane Mosbacher Morris is the Founder and CEO of TO THE MARKET, a turnkey solution for ethical manufacturing and sourcing of apparel, 
accessories and home goods.  She is a member of VF Corporation’s Advisory Council on Responsible Sourcing and is the author of Penguin 
Random House book, Buy the Change You Want to See: Use Your Purchasing Power to Make the World a Better Place (January 29, 2019). 
Jane will be taking part in our Dragon’s Den on Day 1 and showcasing TO THE MARKET as a great solution to our audience.

18:30  PROCURECON EUROPE 20TH ANNIVERSARY PARTY! - Your opportunity to relax and network with your peers whilst celebrating 20 years of ProcureCon!

Agenda Day One Tuesday 
15 October 2019

17:55
PRESENTATION eProcurement: How to integrate your 
team and end-users to ensure the smooth roll-out of your 
new eProcurement system

Anton Shibanov, Contract Management Director, MTS
• What does your digital transformation look like?

• How can you integrate your team and end users?

• How to simplify things for the category managers and the suppliers

• Start first with the process automation etc. and then move ahead to business partnering 
and modelling, digitalisation can help to think with the business and partners

Until recently, Anton was the program leader of the Global MTS Procurement Transformation across all 
categories and MTS Subsidiaries. As a result, a centralised procurement category management approach 
has now been implemented with effectively automated operational processes.  At present, Anton is leading 
the Contract Management function and several key projects.

17:55
CASE STUDY INTERACTIVE HThe future 
of work: How to assess real estate 
investments to drive better performance 
and enhance value for your business

Rob Alexander, CPO EMEA, JLL
• How is the future of work driving procurement to make 

different decisions on how they treat real estate?
• How can your real estate drive value and better 

performance?
• How do you enhance user experience?
Rob is the Chief Procurement Officer for EMEA with responsibility for 
JLL internal and client spend across the 65 countries we operate in. In 
his current role, Rob leads the EMEA Supply Chain Management and 
Procurement Team who are responsible for the management of the 
supply chain throughout the EMEA region, covering our IFM, PAM, Tetris 
businesses. The team is organised into three parts; Category Management, 
Client interface and the Procurement Platform which encompasses our 
systems, processes and risk & compliance management.  The team is 
located predominantly two hubs of London and Warsaw; however, there 
are procurement professionals in 13 different countries across EMEA. Prior 
to joining JLL, Rob has held senior supply chain roles in global businesses 
including Procter and Gamble, Carillion, Uniq.  He has also several years 
consulting experience at Accenture, PwC and latterly at Occumen where he 
was a founding Partner.  The breadth of these companies has allowed him 
to work across many market sectors including; FMCG, Electronics and High 
Tech, Food, Construction, Support Services, Financial Services to name a few.

18:15  Transition to main room
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08:00  REGISTRATION & WELCOME COFFEE DIVERSITY & INCLUSION IN PROCUREMENT BREAKFAST 
Diversity and equal opportunities in your supply chain and workforce 

Karen Mansell, Senior VP Procurement, Bayer
Karen is member of the Product Supply Committee of the Crop Science Division 
and the Corporate Procurement Leadership Team, focusing on Crop Science 
direct material supply and leading on the Business Partnering for Procurement 
overall for the Monsanto project. She also chairs the Directs Council which 
focuses on all direct material supply across all Bayer divisions (Animal Health, 
Consumer Health, Pharmaceuticals and Crop Science). Karen studied both at 
the University of West of England and Bath University and holds a Postgraduate 
Diploma in Purchasing & Supply and an MBA. She joined Bayer in 2014 as the 
CPO for Crop Science and was active lead in the New Bayer project and the 
move of procurement into a corporate centralized function. Previously she 
has held a number of senior roles across a number of organizations such as 
BAESYSTEMS, Unisys, Cable & Wireless, Barclays, and AstraZeneca.  

RETHINKING SUPPLIER ENGAGEMENT IN THE MODERN WORLD: SUSTAINABILITY, CSR, DIVERSITY & INCLUSION 

08:50  Opening remarks Letitia Thomas, Programme Director, WBR

08:55  Chair’s opening address Richard Beaumont, Independent Consultant & Former CPO, Rolls Royce

09:00
OPENING KEYNOTE How to 
implement digital solutions 
including ‘Source to Pay’, analytics 
and a vendor management platform 
for supply risk management  to 
protect your business, and ensure 
compliance

Roger Gonourie, Head of Global Sourcing, Swiss Re
Gregory Smith, Head of Vendor Management, Swiss Re
Roger leads a global team of 95 at Swiss Re in a centralised team across Mexico, Brazil, Hong Kong, UK, USA and Europe. Roger’s key 
strengths include leading procurement organisations with cost reduction, organizational capabilities and pioneering change. He is focused 
on capability development (people, process and systems) to achieve turn around performance and has extensive, specific experience in 
M&A from his work within Swiss Re and past companies. The Swiss Re Group is a leading wholesale provider of reinsurance, insurance and 
other insurance-based forms of risk transfer.

• How are emerging risks and regulatory challenges placing a new 
demand on procurement?

• How can you leverage vendor relationships to help manage risk?

• How can digital solutions help manage supply risk management?

• How can digital solutions leave more time for procurement 
professional to manage supply chain risk?
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09:20
PANEL WITH INTERACTIVE 
POLLING How can you support 
diversity & inclusion within your 
supply chain to create an innovative 
and sustainable buying platform?

Chair: Maggie Berry, Executive Director Europe, WEConnect International
Megan Stowe, Greater European Region Strategic Sourcing Director & International Supplier Diversity, Intel
John Everett, Purchasing Director EMEAI, The Dow Chemical Company
Andy Horne, Head of Supply Chain, EDF Energy
Timo Worrall, Director of Supplier Social Responsibility, Johnson & Johnson
Maggie Berry is Executive Director for Europe for WEConnect International, a global organisation championing supplier diversity in 
procurement and helping majority owned women businesses to connect into the corporate supply chain. WEConnect International’s 
corporate members represent $1 trillion in annual purchasing power and are true pioneers in inclusive sourcing and global supplier 
development in Europe. Maggie has lead responsibility for the organisation in Europe and her role involves developing corporate and 
public sector support as well as growing and supporting a network of c1,500 women owned businesses across Europe. Previously, Maggie 
ran womenintechnology.co.uk – an online job board, recruitment and networking forum for women working in the technology profession 
in the UK. Maggie remains informally involved with championing women in the technology profession and is a Freeman at the Information 
Technologists’ Company in the City of London.
Megan looks across the indirect services/procurement supply chain working with the different verticals (sales & marketing, HR, travel, 
IT, Logistics, product engineering services etc.) to implement and drive global strategies locally. She also manages the International 
Supplier Diversity Program outside of the US, to ensure Intel works with an inclusive supply chain. With this initiative, Intel are achieving 
increased spend with women owned and diverse businesses at both the tier 1 and 2 levels and developing a pipeline of inclusive sourcing 
opportunities. Megan is a board member of the WeConnect International, along with the Chair & Director of the European WeConnect 
Advisory board and co-chairs the WISE Young Women’s Board. She works closely with schools and universities ensuring STEM (Science, 
technology, Engineering and Mathematics) is promoted to girls. Megan’s passion is to promote the education of Women and girls especially 
around the STEM subjects.
John Everett: John is responsible for the EMEAI region of Dow Inc. which global sales revenue of > 48 Bn$ in 2018 and is part of Dow’s 
worldwide 179 manufacturing site, 35 country manufacturing operation. Joining Dow’s procurement team in 2005, John has lead several 
initiatives that include, 1/. Acceleration of value from LCCS deployment, 2/. Integration synergies from the Rohm & Haas acquisition, Dow 
Corning integration and DuPont merger, and 3/. Supplier innovation for early-stage R&D.
Timo is the Director of Supplier Social Responsibility and part of the Procurement Citizenship function at Johnson & Johnson, one of the 
world’s leading consumer, medical device and pharmaceutical companies. In his role, he is responsible for driving social value and diversity 
in J&J’s supply base in all markets outside the US.  Timo has a passion for the impact procurement can have to change the lives of people 
who are under-represented and marginalised in society and how through sourcing differently, we can deliver additional value to our 
business stakeholders and our communities.  Prior to this, Timo was the Senior Category Manager for Global Facilities Management and 
completed his MBA from Cranfield School of Management in the UK.

• Why is there a need for supplier diversity and inclusion?

• What can you do to make sure you supply chain is diverse and 
what opportunities can this deliver?

• How can you best work to achieve supplier diversity and 
inclusion?

• What is next for supplier diversity and inclusion?

10:00
CASE STUDY INTERACTIVE ‘Know 
Your Supply Chain’: How to achieve 
full visibility of your supply chain 
to prevent modern slavery, reduce  
the environmental impact of your 
buying and safeguard your brand

Rob Turner, Head of Procurement Operations, John Lewis Partnerships
Rob is currently Head of Procurement Operations for the John Lewis Partnership where GNFR (indirect) spend is £1.5bn. His role spans 
sourcing, governance & assurance (incl CSR), analytics and retail consumables supply. His focus on developing aligned objectives, 
performance management culture and ensuring the growth of talent, people and teams has been a key factor in injecting energy and pace 
into sedentary teams to support strong delivery. Prior to John Lewis, Rob was CPO at Tarmac and has held a number of consulting roles 
with Diageo, Babcock and the U.K. Cabinet Office focused on delivering organisational effectiveness.

• What is the environmental impact, in communities, economical and 
from a social perspective of your supply chain?

• What is the reputational impact of a supply chain breach on your
business and how can procurement help manage that risk?

• How do you ensure there is no modern slavery in your supply chain?
• How can procurement begin to only work with suppliers that match 

their CSR initiatives? 
• How do you get more diversity into your supply chain?
• How can sustainability and diversity help recruit and retain talent in a 

competitive market?
• How can diverse suppliers offer a creative, leading edge and offer

representation of the customers you sell to?
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10:40  MORNING NETWORKING BREAK DHL RESILIENCE MASTERCLASS 

CHANGE MANAGEMENT: DEFINING A DIGITAL CULTURE

11:20
PRESENTATION A holistic 
transformation: How to implement 
innovation, upscale your SRM 
and change your teams culture to 
implement encourage your team to 
focus on value-add strategy

Nikolaus Kirner, Group CPO, Thomas Cook
Nikolaus is a seasoned board member and C-level executive with core capability honed from decades of professional business leadership and 
management advisory, predominantly in the leisure travel sectors. With a 15-year track record of outstanding executive leadership success, 
Nikolaus can point to a background as a global head of transformation and leading procurement and supply chain excellence for a market 
leading leisure firm, and as a managing director leading cross-functional management teams servicing substantial multinational clients. 
Nikolaus’ skill set has been evidenced in his most recent role as group transformation director with Thomas Cook Group, where he was tasked 
with transforming the company from a legacy tour operator to a modern, streamlined, customer-focused company. He has been charged with 
implementing group strategy by rolling out a new operating model across the company, targeted at strengthening core business, simplifying 
the overall business model, restructuring the cost base and reorganising for growth to deliver substantial EBIT improvement.

• How can implementation of category management, cultural and 
team changes help drive your business forward? 

• How can you upskill your procurement team?

• What innovation can be delivered through upscaled SRM and 
system changes? 

• The Thomas Cook journey over the past 2 years

11:40  AMERICAN EXPRESS PRESENTATION 

12:00
CASE STUDY INTERACTIVE 
Augmented intelligence: How to 
use machine learning to build data 
algorithms that make forward 
thinking procurement decisions for 
you to stay ahead of your competition

Christophe Villain, Global Head of Procurement Excellence, Nestlé
Christophe has more than 20 years’ experience within blue chip Consumer Packaged Goods and Management Consulting organisations, of 
which, more than 10 years in senior positions in Operations, Sales, Information Technology and Procurement.

Christophe is currently Nestle Group Head of Procurement Excellence and functionally leading the group Source to Pay program where 
he has demonstrated particular successes in delivering structural business transformations and digitalisation in complex international 
environments.

• How can your team use data algorithms to make forward 
thinking decisions?

• How can machine learning make procurement less manual?

• What algorithms do you need from you data?

• What intelligence can be gained from machine learning and data 
sets?

12:40  AMAZON INNOVATION SPOTLIGHT 

12:50
PRESENTATION Increased value-
proposition: How can you leverage 
innovation from your suppliers, 
business partners and procurement 
team to drive holistic change that 
can give a competitive edge? 

Bo Dungal, Group Procurement, Danske Bank
Bo is directly responsible for all procurement for the Banking Category for Danske Bank, with a large focus on Disruption, and FinTECHs. 
He heads up spend for Financial Infrastructure, Payments, MobilePay & MobileLife Sunday, Market Data and Credit Data. He leads a 
pioneering strategy for customer engagement, and has a keen interest in the best use of the customer relationship to generate revenue 
for your business.

• How can you define who can bring innovation to your business?

• How can you change your organisations way of thinking?

• How can a holistic view of innovation bring change to your strategy?

• How can you make innovation a standard in your business?

• What is the importance of changing your organisations set-up to 
receive innovation?
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13:10  NETWORKING LUNCH COUPA MASTERCLASS ZYCUS MASTERCLASS

SANGRIA DRILL DOWN ROUNDTABLES INDIRECT BOARDROOMS 

14:20
 Overcoming the key challenges in your industry: 
stakeholder engagement and running a more cost 
efficient function:

1. Automotive

2. Aerospace & Defence
Maria Granero, Head of Defence & Space Engineering Services 
Procurement Europe, Airbus

3.Chemicals
Christophe Van Riel, VP Procurement EMEA, Ecolab

4. FMCG

5. Financial Services

6. Pharmaceuticals
David Wheeler, Global Head of Procurement Clinical Services, Tech & 
Data, Astra Zeneca

7. Indirect Spend
Zsolt Szeker, Global Head of Telecom & IT Solutions Procurement, Nokia

8. Direct Spend

14:20
 Developing your procurement function for the 
future: 

1. Buying Procurement Tech
Jenny Draper, General Manager UK & Europe, Spend Matters

2. Supplier Diversity & Corporate Responsibility
Jaime Paiva, Head of Sourcing & Procurement EMEA, Zurich 
Insurance Company

3. Data & Digital
Sonia Allard de Grandmaison, Strategy & Governance 
Procurement, Vodafone

4. Cognitive Procurement
Christophe Villain, Global Head of Procurement Excellence, Nestlé

5. Millennials & Generation Z
Mark Zafra, Head of Global Strategic Sourcing, Twitter

6. Combining Technologies in Procurement
John Jordan, Head of Strategy & Planning Procurement, Sony 

7.Supplier Enabled Innovation & Partnerships
Michele Da Fano, Regional Indirect Category Lead, Mylan

8. HR
Natascha Hauman, Founder, ProBuy Expertise

14:20
HR: How to attract, develop 
and retain top talent in a 
highly competitive market

Nina Bomberg, Global Lead Buyer, SEG 
Automotive
Cath Hill, Group Director, CIPS
• How can you develop performance measures 

to grow professional development initiatives

• How to identify high performs in your team 
and groom their ambition

• How can you change your procurement talent 
to work in harmony with digital changes?

• How can you train and retain your team?

Nina has a background in various Indirect roles in multi-
national companies operating in different industries. 
Today she is the Global Lead Buyer in the Indirect 
Sourcing division of SEG Automotive. Their capex 
sourcing team is a team of 7 people, spread across all 
regions. Currently she focuses on right-sizing processes 
after the company’s carve out from Robert Bosch. Her 
past experience in multi-cultural change management 
and stakeholder management, as well as a motivator 
prove to be beneficial for this task. Nina is a business 
graduate and holds an MBA from ESCP Europe.

14:20
REIMAGINING 
MARKETING 
PROCUREMENT: 
How to create value 
for your business 
beyond cost savings

Ezio Saponari, Global Category 
Manager, Danone
• Cost vs investment

• How can you help your company 
grow from the procurement side?

• How can marketing as one of the 
biggest spend categories drive 
value? 

• What does your business expect 
from you?

Currently working as Global Category 
Manager in Advertising at Danone, Ezio 
has previously ran a wide variety of leading 
sourcing roles in Media Production and 
Digital, Indirect Manufacturing and Customer 
Operations for multinational organisations as 
Mondelez, Colgate-Palmolive and Vodafone. 
Ezio has been driven for more than 10 years 
multi-million negotiations through designing 
advanced global commercial models, directly 
linking service performances with partners 
rewarding, to lock down sustainable returns 
from company investments.
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TRACK A 
Reimagining SRM & Supplier Innovation

TRACK B 
Driving Value in your Supply Chain

SYNERGY WORKSHOPS  
Mastering Capex Spend

LIMITED TO 30 ATTENDEES

CREATIVE 
BOARDROOMS 

Mastering Indirect Spend
LIMITED TO 15 ATTENDEES

15:20
 Chair’s opening address
Michael Delle, Independent Advisor, 
M Delle Consulting

15:20
 Chair’s opening address
Cath Hill, Group Director, CIPS

14:20
CAPEX CATEGORY: How 
can you roll out better 
processes and consolidate 
your supply base to drive 
better value?

Robert Huter, VP Procurement, Bosch
• What best practices can be rolled out in 

Capex to deliver a better process?

• How can you leverage project volumes 
globally across different time zones?

• Can you consolidate your supply base from 
other categories to deliver into Capex?

• How can you better manage capital 
investments?

Robert is Vice President Purchasing within the “Global 
Business Services Purchasing” at Bosch Group and 
has 27 years of purchasing experience in various 
leadership functions (headquarters, business units, 
plants), including international assignments. He covers 
all areas of professional purchasing; direct purchasing, 
indirect purchasing and capital investment procurement 
and between 2012 and 2019, he was responsible for 
global capital investment spend at Bosch. Currently, 
Robert is heading up a 3 year restructuring project 
with an international team. His main interests are in 
organisational development, leadership and supply chain 
risk management/quality. 

14:20
TRANSFORMATION: 
How to move beyond 
delivering cost 
savings and focus 
on value-creation 
through strategic 
sourcing processes

Stephane Delbos, Vice President 
Global Indirect Procurement, Coty
• How can you move beyond the 

basics of procurement to next level 
value-creation?

• How can strategic sourcing and 
category management help to 
deliver value?

• What value can procurement deliver 
beyond cost/cash savings?

15:25
PRESENTATION Supplier Integration: How to better 
partner with your suppliers to drive innovation and 
become a more competitive business of the future

Maria Granero, Head of Defence & Space Engineering Services 
Procurement Europe, Airbus 
• How can innovation be made a KPI for delivery?

• How can strategic partnerships encourage innovation between procurement, 
stakeholders and suppliers?

• What is the future of innovation vs cost saving? 

• How will your partnerships with suppliers change?

Maria started her professional career in the automotive industry and she has been working at 
Airbus for the last 20 years. Currently she leads the Engineering Services Procurement activities 
for all Defence & Space programs. Maria has broad procurement experience through different 
positions including; sourcing tools and processes, strategic sourcing, project sourcing manager 
and commodity manager.  She has a degree in Industrial Engineering and a Global Executive MBA 
from IESE Business School.

15:25
PRESENTATION How to harness the latest 
technology including AI, Machine Learning 
and RPA to drive your digital procurement 
transformation journey

Ali Türk, Chief Supply Chain Officer, Turkcell 
• Having new perspectives for future procurement by using creative 

disruption.

• How can we apply AI, Machine Learning and RPA to Procurement for a 
competitive advantage?

• What are the possible outcomes for procurement and what are the 
positive impacts on the wider business?

• How can you increase the reputation of your supply chain and 
procurement team by using this technology? 

Ali Türk graduated from Istanbul Technical University Industrial Engineering and 
completed the Executive MBA program of Istanbul Technical University. He started 
his professional career at Başak Hayat Sigorta in 1999. Between 2002 and 2007, he 
held various managerial positions in Ülker Group Companies responsible for logistics 
planning, warehouse and supply chain management processes. Between 2007 and 2011, 
he served as Warehouse and Value Added Operations Group Manager at Ceva Logistics. 
Ali Türk joined Turkish Airlines in 2011 as Vice President of Cargo Operations and as of 
2012, he served as Senior Vice President of Turkish Cargo. He started working Turkcell 
in May 2016 as the Group Head of Supply Chain Management. Since March 2017, he has 
been working as Executive Vice President of Supply Chain Management.
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15:45
INNOVATION SPOTLIGHT Supplier Sustainability 
& Compliance Monitoring: How to use social media 
monitoring and automated supplier assessments 
to increase your supplier checks and reduce 
reputational risk

Nick Heine, Co-Founder & Head of Sustainability & Compliance, Integrity Next 

15:45
INNOVATION SPOTLIGHT How to drive 
efficiency through your supply chains to 
support business performance

15:55
PANEL WITH INTERACTIVE POLLING Supplier 
Relationship Management: How can you involve 
your supply base in strategic decisions to create true 
partnerships and empower better delivery?

Sanjay Mehta, VP Global Procurement, Nokia 

Josh Lemke, VP Global Head of Sourcing, WeWork
Kimberley Campbell, Category Manager UK, Heineken 

David Wheeler, Global Head of Procurement Clinical Services, Tech & 
Data, Astra Zeneca
• How can you think beyond the price and leverage innovation?

• How can involving your suppliers in more decision change the landscape of 
your partnerships?

• How to create a focused, smart and effective method of measuring

• Suppliers have visibility of all the steps in the procurement cycle – how can this 
help get the best prices and reduce risk?

Sanjay has more than 25 years of experience in the Telecommunications industry. In his career, 
he has worked in factories manufacturing transmission equipment and has led and implemented 
strategic green field mobile networks projects in several countries. He has held various roles in 
services, project management, contract management, cost and progress management, supply 
chain management and procurement. Sanjay completed his bachelor in July 1992 and secured 
first class with distinction. 

Kimberley is an experienced category buyer with a demonstrated history of working in the 
engineering and food & beverage industry. She works in a team of 19 across the UK managing 
categories including Supply Chain, Investments, Property Capex and Technology. Her biggest 
career success is innovation through diverse contracting methods and she sees the biggest 
opportunity in procurement as business partnering.

15:55
PANEL WITH INTERACTIVE POLLING How can 
you better protect your supply chain from the 
impact of political and geopolitical uncertainty 
to continue to bring value to your business?

Jayesh Joshi, Global VP Procurement, BT
Florian Eineder, Global Head of Procurement, Erdinger
Paolo Baldo, Deputy CPO, MTS 
• How can you influence your business understanding that supply is more 

important than price in a disrupted world?
• How can forming long term partnerships with vendors protect your 

supply chain?
• How can you ensure your materials are on time when you source 

globally during political and environmental disruption?
• ‘Hedging’ – How can you influence your business to invest to reduce the 

risk of adverse price movements in your supply chain?
Jayesh Joshi is Global Vice President for BT, leading teams across over 30 countries and 
has held leadership roles (including Chief Procurement Officer & European Managing 
Director) across multiple industries. Previously, he was Regional Procurement Director 
for Johnson & Johnson, across Asia-Pacific and prior to this, he was Managing Director 
for Zon Associates, UK, an award-winning transformation consultancy, holding contracts 
with leading private and public sector clients including Capita, Barclays and Vodafone. 
Jayesh has led several commercial transformation programmes which have been widely 
reported in TV & Press. Jayesh believes Procurement can be a force for good, and builds 
enabling functions that seek to expand beyond traditional deliverables. He has a genuine 
passion for talent development and has created Training and Development schemes in 
several roles, acts as a mentor to young entrepreneurs and speaks to graduates about 
procurement as a profession. He helped create an ecosystem in Asia for ‘Enable’, a 
charitable foundation that makes 3D printed hands for people who are missing fingers 
through accidents or birth defects. He is also the founder & ex-chair of the APAC CPO 
Forum, a best practice / networking group for senior procurement professionals from 
numerous industries including banking, manufacturing, oil & gas, healthcare, luxury goods 
and technology. Jayesh is a Fellow of the Institute of Directors, a Fellow of the Chartered 
Institute of Purchasing & Supply, and a Chartered Board Director.
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Florian is currently leading Procurement at ERDINGER Weißbräu. In previous roles in 
FMCG and in leading consulting firms, Florian was responsible for category management, 
procurement strategy and supply chain management. His specialties includes using 
procurement as an enabler and developing teams into business partners to stakeholders 
in order to drive corporate strategies and promote business goals. Florian is currently 
driving the digitalisation of ERDINGER along with a strong focus on ROI.

As Deputy CPO for the MTS Group, Paolo is currently responsible for procurement 
strategy and planning. His key interest lies specifically in defining, developing and 
executing vendor strategies and relationship activities, procurement planning activities 
and the implementation of new eProcurement tools and procedures’. 

16:35
PRESENTATION How to effectively evaluate your 
suppliers to enhance transparency and better 
identify and manage risk

Jonathan Tungu, Head of Procurement Operations & SRM, TECOM
• How can you use risk management to improve supplier performance and 

thereby reduce costs?

• Do multiple suppliers moderate risks?

• How can you set effective KPIs for performance management and 
effectiveness?

• How can you better your ability to understand your supply market to mitigate 
risk?

Jonathan is the Senior Manager, Procurement Operations & SRM for TECOM Group in Dubai. 
He has more than 15 years of procurement experience in various industries from ICT, Aviation, 
Consultancy and Real Estate Management for leading companies in Africa and the Middle East . 
Since 2015 he has been with TECOM Group, leading a team of 8 and joining to help in re-organise 
the procurement department leading to the implementation of TECOM’s overall procurement 
transformation journey. Jonathan is also a visiting lecturer for CIPS at the University of Dubai. 
Jonathan has created an award winning SRM team and enhanced procurement influence through 
supplier performance management and KPI reporting. His team is managing tactical (indirect) 
procurement spend of close to AED 500 Million with yearly savings of over 10%.

16:35
PRESENTATION How to integrate procurement 
into the end to end value chain to better plan, 
manufacture and deliver to your customers

Christophe Van Riel, VP Procurement EMEA, Ecolab
• How can you make your procurement processes ‘best in class’ to be 

truly integrated into the value chain?

• How can a better understanding of your product market place improve 
the value procurement can add?

• How can procurement become part of product delivery?

• How can you align with your stakeholders to deliver value into your 
supply chain?

Christophe has the responsibility for Direct and Indirect materials, a portfolio of more 
than 1.5 Billion spend across EMEA. Prior joining the Procurement function, Christophe 
held different supply chain and business functions within Ecolab and over the past 4 
years, he drove the transformation of Procurement towards strategic sourcing with the 
creation of Focused Centers of Expertise. More recently with the deployment of the 
Procurement Business Partners network Ecolab Procurement enabled and accelerated 
collaboration with the Business to build an Ambidextrous function that is impacting top 
and bottom lines, along with embracing digital transformation with the creation of a 
Procurement Digital office.
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16:55  AFTERNOON NETWORKING BREAK

TRANSFORMING TO AGILE TO ACCELERATE VALUE

17:35
PRESENTATION How can you
implement an agile way of working 
with a more collaborative, flexible 
and efficient approach to develop 
you teams skillset and gain business 
buy-in?

Phil Thomas, Managing Director – Global Head of Sourcing, Barclays
Phil is responsible for the sourcing function across Barclay’s globally, managing a team of 140 and an $8 billion spend. He is currently 
managing projects around Agile, ensuring Barclay’s deliver sourcing in an Agile method and work in “pods” to be more responsive to the 
business’ changing demands and utilise his teams diverse skillset. 

• How can have an outcome before a solution change 
procurement ways of working?

• How can Agile allow collaborative working?

• How can Agile develop skills and talent in your business?

• How can procurement work faster and make changes using this 
way of working?

17:55  INSPIRATIONAL GUEST SPEAKER
Liz Johnson, Paralympic Gold Medallist & Co-Founder of The Ability People 
Our Inspirational Guest Speaker Liz Johnson is a Paralympic Gold Medalist and 3 x World Champion Swimmer. One of the biggest and 
brightest personalities to emerge from the growth of Paralympic sport in the last decade. Liz has a remarkable backstory demonstrating 
resilience, determination and talent to win an Olympic Gold medal in Beijing in 2008, despite personal tragedy. Come Rio in 2016, Liz 
had swapped the pool for the broadcasting studio and was heralded as one of the stars of Channel 4’s award winning production for the 
Games. After advice that swimming would help the cerebral palsy Liz had been born with, Liz’s mum encouraged her to swim from the age 
of 3. Having caught the swimming bug, Liz was selected to represent GB at only 14 and went on to win silver in Athens a few years later. 
Whilst on the plane to the 2008 Beijing Paralympics, Liz lost her mother after long battle with cancer. Eleven days later, Liz won the gold 
medal. Following on from her swimming career Liz couldn’t quite leave the pool behind forever. She regularly commentates and presents 
on IPC World Para Swimming events throughout the year whilst also covering the Olympics and the Invictus Games. Outside of the sporting 
world, Liz co-founded and is MD of The Ability People, the UK’s first and only disability led recruitment business with a focus on placing 
talented abled-bodied and disabled job-seekers to the right job. Now experienced in addressing small and large audiences, feedback from 
all her corporate appearances has been truly outstanding. This is due in part to her charismatic and energetic delivery, coupled with her 
warm personality and ability to comprehend and draw from her business experience.

18:30  BARCELONA ROOFTOP CITY DRINKS! 
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08:30  REGISTRATION & WELCOME COFFEE

BUILDING YOUR TALENT TO EMBRACE THE FUTURE  

09:20  Chair’s opening address Richard Beaumont, Independent Consultant & Former CPO, Rolls Royce

09:25
OPENING KEYNOTE How to position 
your procurement team to attract 
different skillsets that will be  vital 
for your function to add greater 
value to your business and thrive in 
the future complex landscape

Aamir Shaukat, CPO Indirect, Essilor
Aamir has held a variety of senior procurement roles at 4 of the biggest businesses in Europe: Beiersdorf, Mars, Jacobs Douwe Egberts 
and now as Chief Procurement Officer for Indirects at Essilor. Not all of Aamir’s time has been in Europe, nearly 6 years were spent in Asia 
between Thailand and China, providing him with a truly global perspective on procurement transformation best practice.

• How can procurement be trained as consultants/business 
partners to stakeholders?

• What can you do to attract new skillsets including data 
professionals, AI and Blockchain professionals, millennials etc. to 
help give your team a competitive edge?

• What balance of new and existing talent is needed to fulfil your 
goals and blend your organisation?

• What differs from traditional procurement and where can you 
succeed in the future?

09:45
PRESENTATION How to build a 
talent pool that embraces the digital 
future to move from delivering cost 
savings to providing a strategic edge 

Gundula Habsch, CPO, Funke Mediengruppe
Gundula has 15+ years of international experience in direct and indirect procurement across the retail, telecommunications, IT, 
aerospace/defence and publishing sectors. In her most recent role, Gundula delivered a company-wide procurement transformation, 
building up indirect procurement category management from scratch. She is highly familiar with supply market dynamics of the IT and 
Telecommunications industries and has recently joined a German publishing house in a CPO role.

• How do data analysts and scientists fit into the procurement 
team of the future?

• What skills need to be recruited and taught to succeed in a 
digital world?

• How can technology help procurement remain relevant in a 
changing market?

• What value can future procurement teams offer their 
organisations through the use of digital and what are the 
challenges?

10:05
FIRESIDE CHAT How to change the 
behaviours of your procurement 
team to focus on advice and 
solutions and encourage smarter 
spending

Monique Beersma, Global Head of Indirect Procurement, Givaudan
Monique has global responsibility for Indirect Spend including packaging and Capex. She leads a global team of 70+ of Global and Regional 
Category Managers, Site Buyers and Regional Managers across EMEA, Americas and APAC. Monique’s focuses are strong collaboration 
with stakeholders and transforming the Indirect team to drive them towards business partners that deliver the best for Givaudan. She 
developed and is leading a company wide cost reduction programme (smarter spending), focusing on commercial negotiations, changing 
ways of working and reducing demand.
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10:45
PANEL WITH INTERACTIVE 
POLLING How can you implement 
an Agile working method to leverage 
different skillsets, encourage 
collaboration and improve efficiency

Lorna Brown, Head of Supply Chain Management, Sainsbury’s Bank
Eva-Maria Kunath, Head of Indirect Procurement, Swiss Post
Rita Navarro, Global Head of Procurement Excellence, Clariant 
Lorna’s career in financial services spans both private and public sector across UK, USA and EMEA where she has been involved in mergers, 
integrations and transformations.  Having operated at Senior Manager and Board levels in RBS and Student Loans Company, Lorna is 
currently with Sainsbury’s Bank. As Head of Supply Chain Management, Lorna is accountable for all sourcing and supplier management 
activities across the Bank and Argos Financial Services.  In addition to the day job, Lorna’s passion for amateur sport sees her operate 
in voluntary roles as Director at Dunblane New Golf Club, Non Executive Director with Scottish Golf and she has also supported Scottish 
Curling’s working group on change & inclusion.

Rita leads the Procurement Excellence department which performs category analysis and drives end-to-end optimisation projects. In her 
role, Rita also supports the business units with Supplier-Enabled Innovation and developing category strategies. Rita will be sharing her 
experience on how to increase visibility of purchasing functions and why agile cross-functional teams are critical to deliver business results.

• What cultural changes need to be driven within the procurement 
team and across the business to drive Agile?

• How can Agile enhance your team’s performance?

• How does Agile deliver better results to the business?

• How does Agile create better value and opportunities?

• How does Agile improve how you work with your suppliers?

11:20  NETWORKING BREAK

REGENERATING YOUR FUTURE PROCUREMENT MODELS  

12:00
PANEL WITH INTERACTIVE 
POLLING How to find the 
balance between global and local 
procurement models to better 
understand your markets and 
deliver the best service to your 
stakeholders

Megan Stowe, Greater European Region Strategic Sourcing Director & International Supplier Diversity, Intel
Jean-Philippe Benard, CPO, Lafarge Holcim
Nick Jenkinson, Senior Director Procurement, Astellas
Megan looks across the indirect services/procurement supply chain working with the different verticals (sales & marketing, HR, travel, 
IT, Logistics, product engineering services etc.) to implement and drive global strategies locally. She also manages the International 
Supplier Diversity Program outside of the US, to ensure Intel works with an inclusive supply chain. With this initiative, Intel are achieving 
increased spend with women owned and diverse businesses at both the tier 1 and 2 levels and developing a pipeline of inclusive sourcing 
opportunities. Megan is a board member of the WeConnect International, along with the Chair & Director of the European WeConnect 
Advisory board and co-chairs the WISE Young Women’s Board. She works closely with schools and universities ensuring STEM (Science, 
technology, Engineering and Mathematics) is promoted to girls. Megan’s passion is to promote the education of Women and girls especially 
around the STEM subjects.

Jean-Philippe is currently CPO of LafargeHolcim, worldwide leader in building materials. He started his professional career in 1996 at Gaz 
de France and had various positions in procurement, energy, supply chain and business management in different heavy international 
industries including steel, glass and chemicals. Jean-Philippe is also board member of listed companies in developing countries.

Nick Jenkinson is Senior Director – Procurement & Property for the EMEA Region within Astellas; a Japanese R&D driven global 
pharmaceutical company. He joined Astellas in December 2015 and has the remit to transform the current EMEA Procurement & Property 
operating model to one capable of delivering Category, Regional and Operational Excellence. Nick has 20 years experience in Procurement 
& Supply Chain across a number of industries including Automotive, Building Materials, BPO, Media & FMCG. He has spent the past 7 years 
delivering greenfield Procurement transformations. Nick is an Economics graduate and has an MBA from Warwick Business School

• How can globalisation be rolled out into local regions to make 
sure the best service is given?

• How to deliver against global objectives across different cultures

• How can you design a ‘glocal approach’?

• How can you standardise your approach in each country?
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12:40
OXFORD STYLE DEBATE Traditional 
category management is the most 
efficient way of buying for your 
internal business FOR & AGAINST

FOR David Wheeler, Global Head of Procurement Clinical Services, Tech & Data, Astra Zeneca FOR

• Traditional category management aligns with the business lines 
procurement buy for

• Category management allows specialists to operate in each 
business unit

• Category management allows procurement to oversee the 
suppliers in each business unit

AGAINST

• Procurement should make life easy for the business and the 
business doesn’t understand category management

• With digitalisation and technology all categories are becoming 
digital

• Changing the procurement model allows for better supplier 
control

13:50
PRESENTATION How to move 
your operating model away from 
traditional category management 
to consolidate your supply base and 
better influence spend

• How can a different operation model stop categories and 
suppliers overlapping?

• How can you align your operating model better to your business 
units?

• How can you minimize interfaces and make supply to the 
business easier?

• How can fewer ‘categories’ and suppliers help spend 
transparency?

11:20  NETWORKING LUNCH
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DRIVING TOWARDS PROCUREMENT 2030

14:50  Chair’s opening address Richard Beaumont, Independent Consultant & Former CPO, Rolls Royce

14:55
CASE STUDY INTERACTIVE How to 
influence your business in selecting 
and investing in the best digital 
intiatives to stay ahead of the curve

• What is the next step from savings?

• How can you work with the internal business to deliver profit 
and innovative ‘savings’?

• How can you influence the way your business views costs?

• How can you provide ideas and influence?

15:35
PANEL WITH INTERACTIVE 
POLLING Mastering change 
management: How can you create 
an open and positive culture 
throughout your organisation to 
drive the required big step changes?

• How can you be at the forefront of driving poistive change?

• What changes need senior influence?

• How you’re your procurement team be at the forefront of 
strategic partnerships across the business?

• How can business alignment help get buy in for change 
management?

16:15
INTERACTIVE POLLING What’s next 
for your procurement function?

Richard Beaumont, Independent Consultant & Former CPO, Rolls Royce • What technology will you be investing in between now and 2030?

• What skillsets do you feel you are missing in your procurement 
function?

• What geopolitical risks are most prevelant to you?

16:30  Chair’s closing address Richard Beaumont, Independent Consultant & Former CPO, Rolls Royce

16:35  END OF CONFERENCE – SEE YOU IN 2020!
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